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What is the fuzzing 

Run the program with some sort of input data 

to cause an exception

The fuzzing is the way to generate this “some 

sort of input data”



Why it’s important 

It’s impossible to run a program with all the 
variants of an input data

Because the memory allocated to the input 
data is huge

How huge is this memory?



How huge is this memory 
allocated to input data 
Even 4 bytes are HUGE !

4 bytes means 4294967296 variants

4.3*10^9 variants means 11 hours at a speed 
of 100k variants per second (means 100k RPS 
in terms of black box network fuzzing) 



How huge is this memory 
allocated to input data 
Only one HTTP request contains about 50 
different input parameters (url parts, get/post, 
headers, cookies)

Even in case of 1 byte for each we have 256^50 variants 
means 818*10^105 years at a speed of 100k RPS

In the case of independent parameters it’s only 256*50 
variants (0.12s at 100k RPS) 

13.8*10^9 years



Some numbers from the real life

100 HTTP endpoints, 50 parameters each

1000 RPS

2 bytes half fuzzing

256^2*50*100/1000/3600 ~= 91 hours



Fuzzing 
payloads

What is the difference?

Vuln. 
scanners 
payloads



The main problems of fuzzing

Send the HTTP request with the 
payload inside

WHERE should you put the payload?

WHAT is the payload?

HOW to identify an exception?



WHERE. The coverage problem

Crawling - the worst part of the scanning

Units/regressions/functional coverage

DPI: JSON, XML, Base64, GZIP, matryoshkas

Custom encodings/encryption

Application logic understanding. Models other than 

request-response



WHAT. Attack vectors

Known vectors - vulnerability scanners

Unexpected data/random/anything - fuzzers

New vulnerabilities = new payloads

Input validation - payloads

Behaviors and logic issues - ???



HOW. Interpretation problem

Sensors implementation (logging, hooks, traps)

Anomalies detection

Reproducibility (it’s not a crash because of an exploit, it’s just 
a crash like DoS)

Unexploitable vulnerabilities because of protection 
mechanisms



Fuzzing tool architecture

Collect all the requests by unit/manual tests

Apply all the fuzzing policies

Generating x10’000 new unit tests by fuzzing

Run all of them

Manual or 
automated 
tests

Proxy 
requests 
collector

Application

Fuzzy/AI 
generated 
tests



Fuzzing tool architectureManual or 
automated 
tests

Proxy 
requests 
collector

Application

Fuzzy/AI 
generated 
tests

WHERE WHAT

HOW

At this work I tried to 
solve only this task



How to fuzz? 

My personal TOP-6 fuzzing techniques for the webapps

1. Last byte modification: ?username=admi%00
2. Random byte modification: ?username=ad%00in
3. Add payload to the end: ?username=admin%27
4. Parameters from other requests (password to logout)
5. Numbers increasing/decreasing: 

/user/100001/status
6. Filenames by fuzz.txt (check Github)



Neural networks

Modern way to solve old fashioned tasks ;)



Recurrent neural networks

It's our way to put unrestricted data inside a neural network

Byte by byte, for example

Chains of data



LSTM. Long Short Memory Unit

3 gates inside: input, output and forget gates

http://www.bioinf.jku.at/publications/older/2604.pdf

http://www.bioinf.jku.at/publications/older/2604.pdf


GRU. Gated Recurrent Unit

2 gates inside: update and reset gates

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1406.1078.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1406.1078.pdf


UGRNN. Update Gate RNN

1 gate inside: update gate

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.09913.pdf 

Available since tensorflow 1.3

Easy to train for high-stacked architectures

Smth like compromise between vanilla RNN and LSTM

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.09913.pdf


Fuzzing network architecture

What’s the data which we would like 
to generate?

It’s a kind of the language, right?

Language means grammar, isn’t it?

Grammars means Chomsky!



Fuzzing network architecture

Think like a compiler

Be a compiler

Input layer -> Lexemes ->       Syntax          ->  Semantic

      bytes      ->   tokens    -> constructions ->   meaning



Fuzzing network architecture

  U            N              I              O            N

  N             I              O             N            _



Fuzzing network architecture

 UNION       SELECT       {column}       FROM

SELECT       {column}       FROM         {table}



Fuzzing NN training

Train sets

● https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists/tree/master/

Fuzzing

● Sqlmap-generated payloads (thanks Miroslav!)

● Wallarm collection

https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists/tree/master/Fuzzing
https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists/tree/master/Fuzzing


Fuzzing NN training. LFI payloads
500    0 4.63452 rf/8.hp!ha8acVV/!a..o/.!a.?!7\!a.\a|/!3a\.8

30000  1 3.41930 oo//////////ooooooooooooo/////iiii//////...

90000  3 2.41835 .2f..2f..2f..2f...2f.ssssdd\\.clssso/oarc/s

125000 4 1.05876 deeee\//etc/htttnmmeeeeee\/etc/sc/ssss/lllo

150000 5 0.93543 \/etc/hostnameeeee\\\/etc/host/ /accessslog

2M   100 0.01846 ../../../../../boot.ini%00 \..\etc/passwd



Analysing the results

Scanners produce vulnerabilities and false positives

Fuzzers produce abnormalities

How to analyze this data? Who will do this work? 
Collaborating/integration problem

Testing policy examples

● No 5xx errors
● No 1+ms response



Example 1

?ref=http://aaa/%00aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

memory corruption inside of the Nginx module. Random 
memory reading (heartbleed analogue)

https://bugfuzz.com/vulns/nginx-mem.txt 

https://bugfuzz.com/vulns/nginx-mem.txt


Example 2

{“method”:”test%26method%3ddeleteUser”}

SSRF inside the URL string to the backend API

727 call(‘/api/?method=’+$data)

…

GET /api/?method=test&method=deleteUser

HOST internal.api.host



Example 3

<Image><![CDATA[http://test.com\n

rm -rf / ;]]></Image> 

RCE by newline injection

Does not covered by standard payloads such as: `id` 
$((id)) |id|



Example 4

https://research.facebook.com/search?q=a%20 
HTTP 200

https://research.facebook.com/search?q=a%22 
HTTP 500

$1000 reward for injection into JSON to ElasticSearch

But it might be RCE...



Example 5

GET / HTTP/1.1

COOKIE: sessionid=a8cf5d724a7f56e490cab37%0a

Newline byte is a trigger for server timeout 504

%0aset+key+0+1+3600+10%0a1234567890%0a

https://www.blackhat.com/docs/us-14/materials/us-14-Novi

kov-The-New-Page-Of-Injections-Book-Memcached-Injectio
ns-WP.pdf

https://www.blackhat.com/docs/us-14/materials/us-14-Novikov-The-New-Page-Of-Injections-Book-Memcached-Injections-WP.pdf
https://www.blackhat.com/docs/us-14/materials/us-14-Novikov-The-New-Page-Of-Injections-Book-Memcached-Injections-WP.pdf
https://www.blackhat.com/docs/us-14/materials/us-14-Novikov-The-New-Page-Of-Injections-Book-Memcached-Injections-WP.pdf


What’s next?

● Solving a results analysis problem by neural networks as 

well

● Connect it with a Python-based proxy to automate all the 

things

● Make it smarter by connection with a responses. 

Continue if necessary. AI-sqlmap is possible!

● Hack the planet!



Some sort of vision

1990-2010: people VS people

2010-2017: people VS machines (AI defenders)

NOW: machines VS machines (AI attackers VS AI defenders) 



Thanks!

@d0znpp 
github.com/wallarm/research

blog.wallarm.com

in@wallarm.com

mailto:in@wallarm.com


What is an 
application?



What is an application security?

Web application is not software

It’s a process: 
business->coding->testing->release->business

It’s impossible to secure process by using software

Web application security is a process

CI/CD DevOps SecOps

Business

coding

testing

release



What is web security?

Business

coding

testing

release

security


